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Wood Fencing - Services, Wood & Post Options, and Information 

Let Leading Edge Fences build a standard or unique wood fence for your business or commercial property.  If you 

can imagine it, we can build it.  From standard to custom one of kind designs, at Leading Edge Fences we specialize in the 

construction of wood fences.  We have MANY styles of wood fences to choose from. 

 Leading Edge Fences carries all the best materials to suit your every need. 

 At Leading Edge Fences, our steel C-Posts and clear Western Red Cedar have made one of the best wood fence 

installation systems on the market.  By using steel posts as the foundation, our fences are stronger and have more support 

allowing them a longer life.  

We order premium lumber to ensure quality wood at its freshest age. 

All of our wood comes straight from the manufacturer and depending on what you choose, can be cut in a variety of 

different styles.  We do this to ensure that each job has quality lumber with matching cuts for quality control and 

uniformity.  Ordering premium lumber ensures the boards haven’t been handled a bunch of times and has a lessened 

chance of splitting and warping prior to install.  You can often tell how fresh and new board is by how wet the wood is 

upon arrival.  At Leading Edge Fences, we make sure our wood is fresh cut from the mill. 

We make our own lattice. 

 We pre-build or custom build on the job-site, our own lattice to ensure durability and strength to last as long as 

the rest of the fence.  Some lattice that is bought from your box stores are very weak, thin and brittle, and often ends up 

being the first to rot on a fence.  We use 5/8” x 1” thick strips of clear western red cedar with no knots in it.  This ensures 

that the lattice will have the same life expectancy as the rest of the fence as well as less maintenance. 

We custom build Wrapped Post Covers. 

 We custom build 6”x6”x3’-8’ wood post covers to totally hide the metal post.  We use 5/8”x6” boards and notch 

out the board around the 2”x4” stringers.  This way you have the look of a wood post, but the strength and durability of a 

galvanized steel c-post.  Our design allows the wood stringer to be attached to a metal bracket that is secured to the steel 

c-post allowing for a more structural fence.  Our wrapped post covers are not just pre-built at the shop and sleeved over 

the post to support and attach the 2”x4” stringers to.  Our wrapped post covers are cut at the shop and then installed piece 

by piece on the job after the posts and 2”x4” stringers are already installed and secured to the steel post and bracket.  

Because we build on site, we build a fence that contours to your specific grade or land variation as well as provide you 

with a lower maintenance fence that can be easily repaired if needed.    

We install custom trim work and topper boards. 

 All continuous trim or topper boards are cut at an angle greater than 25 degrees on both ends so each board 

overlaps the other whenever the boards are butted up to another.  We do this because wood expands and contracts.  Most 

companies just cut the ends of the boards straight at a 90 degree angle and butt up one board to the other.  When the wood 

shrinks after iit dries out in summer temperatures, you will notice a big gap in-between the trim or topper board.  In most 

cases, the wood is fresh and wet when installing and shrinks after it dries in a month or two.  Because we cut our ends at 

an angle, each butted up end overlaps the other board so you won’t see cracks or spaces over time. 
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We make custom cut outs and design custom fences for you. 

 Go custom with different shapes cut out on your fence creating a unique and decorative design.  The sky is the 

limit when it comes to working with wood.  If you want special designs or any custom work done, Leading Edge Fences 

will be sure to bring your dreams to life!  We can build the custom fence of your dreams on the computer in 3-d giving all 

the specifications and show you how we plan to build the fence.  This way can envision what your fence will look like. 

 

Wood Picket and Post Options: 

For three generations, my family has tested and used all types of wood or steel posts used on fences.  Unlike most 

companies that just offer one type of post or one type of lumber,  at Leading Edge Fences we offer all types of lumber and 

posts and just recommend and help guide you through the advantages and disadvantages of each allowing you to make 

your own decision. Being that wood is what we specialize in, we have developed better installation techniques using 

better products.   We developed this to let you decide what post you’d rather use and what lumber you would like the 

fence to be built out of as well as to see why we do what we do.  

 

 

Wood Lumber Options                 

At Leading Edge Fences, we would like to educate you on the differences in grades and types of wood that we can install 

your fence with.  This way you can make an informed decision and choose the best fence for you.   

WESTERN RED CEDAR  -  Go green with western red cedar which has a very low environmental impact.  Western 

Red Cedar is one of the most durable types of wood in the world.  Cedar has a natural resistance to decay and insect 

damage which has made it the most preferred and premier choice for wood fencing projects.  Cedar fibers in the 

heartwood contain natural preservatives that are toxic to decay causing fungi and cedar will not bow or warp as much over 

time compared to that of the green treated lumber.  There a three different grades of Western Red Cedar to choose from:  

o Clear - Western Red Cedar: No knots. 

o #1 - Western Red Cedar: Some knots. 

o #2 - Western Red Cedar: More knots. 

Green Treated/ Treated Pine - Treated pine is an alternative to Western Red Cedar. It is more cost effective 

than cedar and has a good long life span.  Pressure treated wood is treated with micronized copper 

preservatives, which help protect against termite damage and fungal decay.  Green treated pine offers many 

benefits including significantly improved corrosion performance.  However, it is also more prone to warping 

Composite – Leading Edge Fences offers composite fences, decks, and railings.  Choosing composite means no more 

staining, painting, or sealing because it maintains its color for years.  Composite also means no more rotting or warping 

over time and no more replacing boards because composite material has high resistance to mildew and insects.  Composite 

is environmentally friendly and a great investment for your home because it carries a longer material warranty.  

Composite fences, decks, and railings are stain, scratch, and split resistant.  
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WOOD FENCE POST OPTIONS 

                C-POSTS                              POSTMASTERS                   ROUND POSTS                     WOOD POSTS 

 

 

Aesthetics Comparison: 

 C-POSTS and POSTMASTERS:    Easily covered or concealed being they are the same size as the 2”x4” stringers 
allowing the posts to be hidden in-between the stringers and simply attaching a picket over the face of the post 
to cover it.  This will give you the look of an all wood fence with the strength of a steel post. 
 

 ROUND POSTS: Wood fences built with steel pipe posts and brackets are usually more unsightly because they 

protrude from the line of the fence.  Unless you have wrapped post covers  built to surround and enclose the 

metal pipe, it will stick out like a sore thumb. 

 

 WOOD POSTS:  Looks great with any fence and is the primary desired look on all wood fences.       
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WOOD FENCING POST SYSTEMS COMPARISON CHART 

  

Coating 
Rust      

Inhibitors 

Rail 

Mounting 

Strength 

Outside 

Dimension 

Material 

Thickness 

Weight 

Per/Ft 
Maintenance 

Installation 

Process 

Heavy           

C-Post 

Best                   
highest 

amount of 

galvanized 

zinc coating 

available 

Best Best 2.25"X1.70" 

0.121                                
Stronger 

than full 

weight sch 

40 pipe 

2.78 

lbs 

Low 

Maintenance 
Easy and quick 

due to 

adjustable 

brackets 

Moderate 
(brackets) 

Standard         

C-Post 
Best Best 1.87"X1.62" 0.121 2.4 lbs 

Post 

Master 

Best                        
heavy 

galvanized 

zinc 

Best Good 3.5"X1.75" 0.12 
2.64 

lbs 

Med. 

Maintenance  
Hard and more 

time consuming 

w/o brackets 

Easy           
(no 

brackets) 

Heavy    

Round 

Post 

Best                          
galvanized 

zinc 
Good Great 2 3/8" Sch 40 

3.117    

lbs 
Med. 

Maintenance 
Easy and quick 

w/ brackets  -  

Hard w/ post 

covers 

Moderate 
(brackets) 

Light          

Round 

Post 

Great               
galvanized 

zinc 
Good Great 2 3/8" .065 Tube 

 about     

1.5 lbs 

Green 

Treated 

Post 

N/A 
N/A                             

Post Rot 
Good 4"x4" 4" 2-3 lbs  High 

Maintenance 
Hard and time 

consuming  

Hard 

(concreted 

posts) 
Cedar 

Post 
N/A 

N/A                                            

Post Rot 
Good 4"x4" 4" 

1.5-2.5 

lbs 
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Strength Comparison Continued 

o C-POSTS:   Self-anchor more effectively than your commercial grade 2.5” schedule 40 round posts when driven 

mechanically in the ground.  Tests by state D.O.T. agencies show that “C” posts driven 3’ into the ground holds 

better than a concrete set post.  Today, more and more state D.O.T. standards are incorporating driven “C” posts 

as an alternative to setting posts in concrete.  Due to the unique design of the c-post, when driven into the ground 

it creates a “bell” effect at the bottom of the c-post in which the bottom actually spreads ¼”-1/2” creating superior 

holding power.  The shape and geometrical design of the c-post allows for a much stronger post just like the post 

master with 90 degree angle making for a much more durable and higher wind load than that of a 2.5” schedule 

40 round post.  If the fence is hit by a falling tree or ran into by a vehicle we can bend it back to its original 

position without losing any strength. 

 

o POSTMASTERS:  Being that the Postmasters are designed with 90 degree angles and corners similar to the C-

post instead of being perfectly round, allows for a much stronger post that will not easily bend unless hit by a 

vehicle.  If hit, we can simply bend it back with the proper tool and you will not lose the strength of the post.  Post 

Masters also have a higher wind load than that of a 2.5” schedule 40 round post. 

 

o ROUND POSTS :  Round Posts are still really strong depending upon the size and thickness of the pipe.   One 

drawback is that if hit and bent to far, you are not always able to bend it back without either breaking off the post 

or weakening it so much that it won’t hold for long and may as well be replaced.  The main reason it breaks 

instead of bending back like normal is because of the geometrical shape of the round post that create a crease in 

the pipe which makes it break off easier. 

 

o WOOD POSTS:  Wood posts have nowhere near the strength or wind load capability of a metal post, however it 

still provides enough strength needed for wood fencing for the past hundreds of years and still today.  

Mounting Stringers Comparisons: 

 

C-POST – Metal Bracket (AWAX) 

The C-Post comes with a uniquely designed adjustable metal bracket that can be adjusted vertically by fastening 

the bracket to the c-post by a nut and bolt at whatever height you desire the stringers to be.  These brackets also rack 

horizontally so that the fence can actually follow the contour of the ground.  Being that fence boards typically start rotting 

from either exposed ends to the middle of the wood, the c-post bracketing system offers a wider coverage area of 

approximately 2 inches on the side and underneath the post so that over time the ends don’t just rot out and cause sections 

to fall.  The 2”x4” stringers are attached by a couple of screws that are offset from one another on the side going in 

horizontally threw the bracket and into the stringer and one screw underneath  that  goes up through the bracket and into 

the 2”x4” vertically.  This bracketing system offers the most support underneath the 2x4 which helps if anyone climbs 

over the fence or puts weight on it just as it offers the most support from side to side if bumped into or if it ever 

experiences up to 70 mph winds. 
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POSTMASTER – No Bracket 

Post Masters do not require any bracketing system because the post acts as a bracketing system on its own.  We 

simply install screws through the holes on the side of the post horizontally into the 2x4 stringer at whatever height needed.   

A drawback to this system is that the 2”x4” stringers are only held up by a couple of screws shot in the 2”x4” horizontally 

with nothing supporting the bottom of the 2”x4”.  There is also only 1” of the end of the 2”x4” stringer that is fastened to 

the Postmaster itself.  This makes for a weaker connection from the 2x4’s to the Postmaster and less durable in 

comparison to the c-post bracketing system and even many of the round post bracketing systems because they support 

underneath the 2x4.  Another drawback that we have witnessed in the past is that sections end up falling out because the 

end of the 2”x4” rots out and there is nothing left to attach to the post.  When this happens we often self-tap a c-post 

bracket into the Postmaster and re-attach the stringer. 

 

 

ROUND POSTS  - Metal Bracket 

The round post has multiple styles of bracketing systems.  Depending upon which one you choose from you can find one 

that will adjust vertically and rack horizontally just like the c-post bracket and some that just adjust horizontally without 

racking.  There are also some brackets that support underneath the 2x4 stringer and some that don’t.  If choosing this 

route, it’s important to keep this in mind. 
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WOOD POSTS 

Wood posts do not require bracketing systems.  The 2”x4” stringers are screwed directly into the 4”x4” covering 

approximately 2”.  The only way we ever toe-nail a 2”x4” into a 4”x4” post, is if it is for a light weight wood railing that 

wouldn’t be taking much wear and tear over the years.  For fencing purposes, we don’t agree w/ just toe-nailing the end of 

the 2x4 to the inside of the 4x4 for the fact that doing so would result in a weaker fence that wouldn’t be able to handle 

the test of time.  This is why wood rail fences are always attached to the face of the 4x4 to make sure the animals are 

secure and the fence will hold for years to come. 

 

Corrosion and Rust inhibiters 

 C-posts  and PostMasters:  The open end design of the c-post and postmasters eliminate the moisture trapping 

characteristics of round pipe and allows air circulation.  Being that all surfaces are exposed on a c-post, this 

allows the ability to apply a protective, uniform zinc coating both inside and out which adds even more protection 

against corrosion verses a round post. 

 

 Round Posts: Round posts have great corrosion and rust inhibiters allowing well over 20 years of rust-free steel 

pipe.  Round posts are more commonly used on chain link and vinyl chain link fences because they look better 

and don’t require as much of a wind load because chain link doesn’t block air flow.  The only drawback with 

round posts in comparison to Post Masters and C-posts is that they allow condensation buildup inside of the post 

which can lead to premature rust later on.   

 

 Wood Posts: Wood posts rot over time and can warp and twist due to rain, wind, or extreme temperatures.  Being 

that wood posts are concreted in the ground it is exposed to all the elements that make rotting easy.  Dirt, 

moisture, and bacteria eat away at the bottom of your post until the integrity and appearance is lost from the 

deteriorating wood post that can no longer hold the fence up.  Termite infestation is another risk that only wood 

posts are subject to. 
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